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Question1: Who was responsible for managing and tapering the drugs of the 
patients.  
Ans 1 : Of course the team of Dr. BR Chowdhury consisting of other Medical    Practitioners 
well versed in Ayurveda as well as Allopath.  

 
2. What was the role n responsibility of Dr Biswaroop Roy Chowdhury  
Ans2 : To boost up the morale of every participants to overcome the problem of Diabetes 
and other related aliments in human body. It was  a good experience to listen to him that 
how the problem of diabetes is more  constructed than natural . It seems to me that it is 
constructed  to support the capitalistic interest of the medical industry at the cost of 
patients. His speech builds new hope to fight with the problem of such stupid ailments.  

 
3.Was there any facility to handle medical emergencies?  
Ans 3 : Of course. His entire team of a dozen of people including physicians and  
peripheral assistance was at the disposal of  every participants.  

 
4. What do you think about the qualification of Dr Biswaroop Roy Chowdhury.  
Ans 4 : It hardly matters where there  Practical wisdom in the interest of human health 
care matters. His pragmatic approach  to fight without drugs /pills to the cause of human-
heath  is more important than theoretical/pedagogic /experimental approach of Degree 
holders in the area of medical science.  To understand his approach towards such modern 
aliments we need to understand his diet-based concern to deal with human ailments. 
 
 The simple prudential approach of the Degree holders  to treat patients with drugs and 
pills seems to be a meaningless exercise. His diet based-treatment is more right way to 
overcome the problem of diabetes/modern life-style  than eating pills and drugs 
prescribed by degree holders to meet the problem of modern ailments.   It is useless to 
doubt his integrity with humanity and human health. Needless to say , Galileo was 
punished for refuting the Church’s opinion on the shape/size of the earth. He was 
punished. We regret today understanding that how does the authority sometimes takes 
unintelligible decision to punish the right  one to satisfy its  ego.    

 
5. Did this camp help you in any way. If yes please mention.  
Ans 5 : Yeah, it was a successful visit to attend this camp because it  revitalized my health  
which was down in my 50s. The merit of his camp  clears doubts and rebuilds health.  

 

Signature: _________________ 



Rachna Sharma <rachna@worldrecordsuniversity.com>

Fwd: My views on DR BR Chowdhary
1 message

Meena Gupta <meenagupta63@gmail.com> Sun, Jan 16, 2022 at 12:10 PM
To: rachna@worldrecordsuniversity.com

---------- Forwarded message ---------
From: Yahoo <dmshende@yahoo.co.in>
Date: Sun, Jan 16, 2022, 11:38
Subject: My views on DR BR Chowdhary
To: meenagupta63@gmail.com <meenagupta63@gmail.com>

Dear Dr. Meena Gupta:

Nice to know our old friends who bring new freshness to human cause.. My response is
attached herewith for your perusal. Please look into the matter.

Sincerely,
Dharamdas M Shende
Professor-Dept. of English (Faculty of Humanities)
RTM Nagpur University, NAGPUR-440033 (India)
Cell: 00-91-99233 99672
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